As an NYU patron, I want to be able to filter my search results by the collection "Spatial Data Repository" and the collection "ESRI," so that I can home in on the GIS datasets that I am interested in.

Acceptance Criteria
- There is a facet labeled "Collection"
- SDR metadata has records with "collection" values for "Spatial Data Repository" and "ESRI"
- Filtering on these values yields the relevant results (A intersection B)
Spatial Data Repository

NYU GIS Services and Spatial Data Resources

Accessing Spatial Data

There are two ways to access data from the Spatial Data Repository:

Option 1: Download zip-files via web

Download the data directly by clicking on the download links found on this webpage. The .shp files will be downloaded as a .zip file.

Option 2: Database Connection via ArcGIS Software
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NYCDCP_DCPLION_10CAV
Title: LION
Publisher: New York City Dept. of City Planning
Edition: 10C
Abstract: LION is a single line representation of New York City streets containing address ranges and other information.
Access data via ArcGIS Desktop: "DSS.NYCDCP_DCPLION_10cavDSS.Lion_GJK" [More info]
Download Shapefile: NYCDCP_DCPLION_10CAV-Lion_GJK.zip

NYCDOITT_BUILDINGS_0311
Shapefile Name: Buildings_0311_VE2
Download Shapefile: NYCDOITT_BUILDINGS_0311-Buildings_0311_VE2.zip
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